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Google SketchUp For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007

	Get a whole new perspective on 3D modeling


	Build your house in 3D, do some remodeling, and share it in Google Earth


	Developed with architects and other design gurus in mind, Google SketchUp is the fast, easy way to build 3D models of anything you want — buildings, furniture, or...
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Space Division Multiple Access for Wireless Local Area Networks (Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2001
The tendency towards more mobility and flexibility favors  wireless networks for future broadband services, especially in local  area and residential networks. Two major challenges in developing such  high data-rate wireless networks are the channel distortion caused by  multipath propagation and the limitations on bandwidth usage. In this  book,...
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Mike Meyers' A+ Guide: PC Technician (Exams 220-602, 220-603 & 220-604)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Essential Skills for a Successful IT Career
Mike Meyers, the leading authority on CompTIA A+ training and certification, has helped hundreds of thousands of people master the skills covered on the CompTIA A+ exams--and now he can help you, too. Completely updated for the new CompTIA A+ standards, Mike Meyers' CompTIA...
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Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and ProcessesIGI Global, 2003
Virtual teams are a relatively new phenomenon and by definition work across time, distance, and organizations through the use of information and communications technology. Virtual Teams: Projects, Protocols and Processes gathers the best of academic research on real work-based virtual teams into one book. It offers a series of chapters...
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X Power ToolsO'Reilly, 2008
This book puts you in charge of the most flexible and adaptable graphical interface in the computer industry. The X Window System underlies graphical desktops on Linux and Unix systems, and supports advanced features of modern graphics cards. More people use the X Window System than ever before, but there are few books about X in print. X Power...
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Enterprise Security with EJB and CORBA(r)John Wiley & Sons, 2001
"Leveraging their strong implemention and standards committee experience, the authors have delivered the definitive guide to enterprise distributed object security."–Wing K. Lee, Sprint
    Enterprise Security with EJB and CORBA    

    With e-business and distributed components comes the need for a bold new approach to...
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Solaris 8 Training Guide (310-011 and 310-012): System Administrator CertificationQue, 2001
This title offers the perfect self-study tool to allow you to  prepare confidently at your own pace, in your own time. Comprehensive and focused on teaching what you need to understand--not  just facts you need to know--this book is the most complete test  preparation tool available on the market. Structured according to the  exam objectives,...
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The Developer's Guide to DebuggingSpringer, 2008
Software has bugs. Period.

That's true, unfortunately. Even the good old "hello, world" program, known to virtually every C and C++ programmer in the world, can be considered to be buggy. Developing software means having to deal with defects; old ones, new ones, ones you created yourself, and those that others brought to life....
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M-Learning: Mobile E-LearningHRD Press, 2006
Imagine yourself stuck in a busy airport chock full of business commuters, watching delay after delay post to the digital screen that announces incoming and departing flights. You have your e-ticket confirmation in one hand and a handheld device in the other. Rather than allowing your time to be completely wasted by circumstances beyond your...
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Math Toolkit for Real-Time ProgrammingCMP Books, 2000
Do big math on small machines Write fast and accurate library functions Master analytical and numerical calculus Perform numerical integration to any order Implement z-transform formulas Need to learn the ins and outs of the fundamental math functions in                                       

Master analytical and numerical calculus with...
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Beginning Google Web Toolkit: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
The open source, lightweight Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a framework that allows Java developers to build Rich Internet Applications (RIA), more recently called Ajax applications, in Java. Typically, writing these applications requires a lot of JavaScript development. However, Java and JavaScript are very distinctively different languages (although...
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Introduction to Random Signals and NoiseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Random signals and noise are present in many engineering systems and networks. Signal processing techniques allow engineers to distinguish between useful signals in audio, video or communication equipment, and interference, which disturbs the desired signal.    

    With a strong mathematical grounding, this text...
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